The intrinsify training

Fit for Modern Leadership!
Virtual LIVE-Training for Organizational Design
Like in a seminar room, but from home.
Flexible an at your personal pace

This virtual program perfectly suits you,
if you…

If you want to achieve more agility for your company, then
you are at the right place. Our virtual training for
organizational design makes you fit for the 21st centuries
organizational and leadership challenges. Like courses in a
fitness studio, numerous 90-minute LIVE sessions take
place during the week, categorized in different levels of
difficulty and formats (impulses, exercises, Q&A, etc.)
which you will attend with other participants.

…strive to solve organizational problems, others haven‘t

You choose the sessions flexibly and according to your
appointments. The overall program changes weekly and
repeats itself after eight training days with staggered
times –all to make sure you won’t miss anything of your
training! Depending on your effort, you are able to finish
Depending on the time invested, you will successfully finish
the training-program after at least 8 weeks. at maximum
after 27 weeks (90 minutes weekly). When the entire
training is completed, you become qualified for the
optional Masterclass. The graduates will achieve the
certification as an organizational designer.

even understood yet.
…want to acquire the toolbox with which, especially in
times of crisis, unnecessary waste is eliminated and
added value is promoted.

Our Service –
Your Investment
The Exclusive Program
All 24 mandatory Sessions across semesters with
weakly Practice-Transfers and 6 Level-Wrap-UpSessions.

Masterclass-Ready
All Special-Sessions

…want to learn how to successfully and effectively
developed organizations, without playing continuous
change-theater.

…you would like to build a network for exchange with
other participants during and after the program.

Exclusive access to the On Demand Sessions

Price: 2.900,00€ excl. VAT.

The Complete Program
All 24 mandatory Sessions across semesters with
weakly Practice-Transfers and 6 Level-Wrap-UpSessions.
Masterclass-Ready

All Special-Sessions

Price: 2.200,00€ excl. VAT.

